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About This Game

Mimpi is a lazy doggy who becomes the “Superdog” in his dreams. Help him to save his friends by manipulating the
environment of 6 original illustrated worlds in this charming mix of adventure, puzzle, and platformer. Find out what dreams

dogs have and download the sequel to the award-winning Mimpi 1! Mimpi Dreams is a casual game, do not expect strong
challenges, we want you to have fun and finish it. The game was designed as multiplatform, so you can play it on iOS or

Android devices, but it is played best on a PC!

Features
● Scientifically accurate super-realistic simulator of dog dreams :)
● Casual gameplay combining platformer, puzzles and adventure

● 5 different worlds to explore: stoneface forest, tesla landscape, bottle seaside, fairytale and medieval castle!
● Soundtrack by award-winning composers Jaroslav Vyhnička and Alexandre Guiraud

● Sequel to the award winning original - yes, there is Mimpi 1

PC Features
● Proper keyboard and mouse controls designed for PC (you can also use the gamepad).

● Different camera zoom and more parallax backgrounds.
● Steamworks features: Cards, badges and Steam achievements!

About Mimpi
Mimpi is a lazy doggy who likes to sleep a lot. In his dreams, he becomes the dog hero, who rescues and saves whoever is in

need of rescuing or saving! Be it a lost pirate ship, a lab rat who wants to be free or a princess held by a dragon - Mimpi hero is
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here to save the day. Of course, Mimpi can not do it without his sidekick and that is YOU!

Mimpi and you are the makers of his dreams. Help Mimpi be the hero by manipulating his dreams - move obstacles to allow
Mimpi to get through levels, solve puzzles and help Mimpi communicate with the creatures in his dreams.
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Title: Mimpi Dreams
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dreadlocks Mobile, Silicon Jelly
Publisher:
Dreadlocks Mobile, Silicon Jelly, Dreadlocks Ltd.
Franchise:
Mimpi
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Czech
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figured id leave something a bit more recent on here,this game is still badass and works just fine on newer PCs with windows
10.. Twice now all save data has been erased, fun game but really frustrating to lose 10 hours of progress for no visible reason. I
recommend the game only if this issue gets fixed. only played 20 mins so far... already amazing. waited up all night for the game
to come out. i am not dissapointed.. While the game itself is fun, it's a horrible port. It's definatly gamepad focused so there's no
excuse why the menues can't be controlled with a gamepad. It's also very poorly optimized.

Don't buy this, buy the excellent Trials Evolution instead, which is a far better game and has all the things this game is missing..
I think the idea for this game is okay, but the interface for cutting it is bad. the rest is okay, but each beard takes like 30 seconds
to cut, and you are on a time limit, so you cant upgrade your store.. F . U . C . K . Epic store :D. Dwarf Tower is a fairly simple
game and its very user-friendly interface makes it easy to learn, so you can just dive into the game immediately. It could be
described as Battleship with resource management and more offensive/defensive options (which are mildly randomized), which
makes it more interesting and the gameplay more versatile. You try to build a bigger and better tower than your opponent while
trying to pin down the location of their Archmage and defending your own. I found it to be a really fun concept, but the limited
Computer AI and lack of a story mode/campaign makes this a much better game for playing PVP.. Mr. Robot is pretty
awesome. It's a strange combo of oldschool isometric platform game \u00e0 la 8-bit games like Head Over Heels, and JRPG
style fights.
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Can't really remember why I bought this kid's highschool computer programming project, to be honest.
Hope it was for under 5.00 at the time.. Really good Indie game and original story line. Awesome OST and very nice waves of
emotion.. There's really, nothing to do. I wish I'd read the reviews or something first, but... I didn't. And I paid 20 EUR for
something that's worth maybe... 5.. Game is♥♥♥♥♥♥
No missions, and doesn't even play by the official rules (draft OR attack).
Map is boring, and territories aren't even named.
And you can't even play online.

. Fun little puzzle adventure. Love the art style.
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